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Chapterr 4 
Competitionn in Industries: A 

Network-Representation n 

4.11 Introduction 
11 In 1977, in their seminal paper "The Population Ecology of Organizations" 
Hannann and Freeman applied biological ecological models to organizational mar-
kets,, a scientific domain previously monopolized by economists. Organizational 
ecologyy and economics had in common the use of the concept of competition, 
althoughh the meaning of competition in both theoretical contexts is different. 

Inn economics, competition is usually analyzed as a relation between individual 
actors.. Particularly the competitive relation in a pair of firms, and the implica-
tionss of the relation for both firms, have been subject to extensive analysis since 
Hotellingg (1929). Studies that discuss competition in groups of firms, usually 
employy micro level analyses as well (Eaton and Lipsey 1975). 

Inn contrast, competition in ecological models of the market has been studied 
almostt exclusively at the macro level, that is. at the level of industries (Carroll 
andd Hannan 2000. pp.7-8).2 In organizational ecology, competition is regarded 
aa property of an industry, rather than of interacting actors. One of the crucial 
pointss of organizational ecology is that organizational adaption occurs at the 
industryy level not at. the level of firms. In other words, adaption is governed 
byy organizational founding and mortality, not by organizational change (Hannan 
andd Freeman 1984). Founding and mortality are assumed to be dependent on 
industryy competition, which consequently acquired the ecologists' attention. 

Inn a number of organizational ecological studies though, the focus lias been 
onn the relation between founding and mortality rates and (1) organizational size 
(Baumm 1995) (Barnett 1997), (2) level of generalism (or niche width) (Freeman 

'Empiricall  data used in this chapter was courtesy of Northern Light Search. 
22 Wit bin organizational ecology, the paper by Podolny. Stuart, and Hannan (1996) is a no-

tablee exception. See Sections 4.2.G and 4.2.7. 
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andd Haiman 1983). (3) central or peripheral market positioning (Carroll and 
Hannaiii  2000. p.2G8). (4) age (Haiman 1998). or (5) similarity of resource re-
quirementss (Baum and Mezias 1992). In each of these studies, it is assumed 
that,, within an industry, one (type of) firm can have a competitive advantage 
overr another (type of) firm. Hence, these studies--often implicitl y - assume the 
competitivee conditions for individual firms to differ, and thus, do not assume one 
competitivee condition to hold for the entire industry. 

Somee organizational ecological studies suggest the existence of a relation be-
tweenn micro-level competition and macro-level competition, although without 
specifyingg the relation. For example. Carroll and Haiman (2000, pp.264-267) 
generalizee the competitive advantage of larger firms over smaller firms in pair-
wist11 competitive relations, to the group level: small size is theorized to be bad 
forr survival. Carroll and Haiman (1989a) suggest that a firm has a competitive» 
disadvantage1,, if. at the time of founding of the firm, industry competition is 
strong. . 

Understandingg and appreciating these suggestions would certainly be facili-
tatedd by an understanding of how micro-level and macro-level competition are 
related.. However, in organizational ecology, the nature of the relation between 
bothh levels of competition has never been specified. 

Inn this chapter we aim to specify a formal micro-macro link in competition. 
Inn doing so. we follow in the tradition of Coleman (1990). We analyze the com-
petitivee interaction between individual firms first, and on that analysis build 
measuress for competition at the industry level, which are aimed to be consistent 
withh measures applied by organizational ecology. By linking different levels of 
competition,, we have two objectives. First, the link should clarify the repercus-
sionss of individual competitive interactions on group level competition, and vice 
versa.. Second, the link should facilitate the connection of ideas, theories, and 
modelss about competition at the micro level, to those about competition at the 
macroo level. 

Too establish a formal link between the micro and the macro level of competi-
tion,, we develop a network-representation of competitive relations between firms. 
Theree are two reasons for applying network analysis to competition. First, the 
microo level of competition consists of relations between individual firms; network 
analysiss provides a framework to study (collections of) relations. Second, the ag-
gregationn techniques used in network analysis facilitate establishing the desired 
micro-macroo link. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.2 we wil l start out with 
aa simple representation that captures the basic notion of firm-on-firm competi-
tion.. Subsequently, we provide a basic representation of a market, and upon that 
representationn define a measure of intensity of competitive relations. We show 
that,, our measure of competitive intensity formalizes the crucial ecological notion 
off  niche intersection. Using the measure of competitive intensity, we define a 
measuree of competitive pressure. We show that by merely aggregating the com-
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petitivee pressure over all firms in an industry, a measure of industry competition 
iss obtained, which is consistent with industry competition in organizational ecol-
ogy.. At that point, a formal link between micro and macro level competition is 
established.. We proceed by further exploring the basic market representation, 
andd investigate how changing the representation affects the measure of industry 
competition.. Subsequently, we focus on the relation between size distributions of 
firmss and the distribution of competition over an industry. 

Inn Section 4.3. we show that the presence of competitive relations, competi-
tivee intensity, and competitive pressure can be measured directly at the level of 
individuall  firms. As a result of the formally established micro-macro link, mea-
surementss of competition at macro level come for free. The fact that the intensity 
off  competitive relations can be operationally defined and directly measured--
alsoo dynamically--in a relatively simple way, speaks in favor of the network-
representation;; the interaction between (changing) competitive relations in indi-
viduall  pairs of firms and (changing) industry dynamics has rarely been empirically 
investigatedd (Borenstein and Netz 1999). We empirically investigate the relation 
betweenn the micro and the macro level of competition by measuring competitive 
relationss between Internet search engines, over a period of seven years. The em-
piricall  analysis confirms our conjectures about the relation between competition, 
industryy size, firm size and differentiation. 

4.22 Industries as networks of competitive rela-
tions s 

Thee aim is to develop a network-representation of competition that (1) connects 
competitivee relations between individual actors to industry competition. (2) quan-
tifiess both competitive relations between individual actors and industry compe-
tition,, and (3) can be applied in empirical research of competitive dynamics in 
industries. . 

Too reach this aim we represent competition as a network of competitive re-
lationss between firms. In Section 4.2.1 we wil l discuss the network itself, in the 
subsequentt sections we will focus on the relations that constitute the network. 

4.2.11 Competit ive relations between firms: potential and 
actual l 

Wee start out with a simple common-sense approach to competition. Let us assume 
industryy / to be a set of N firms. Assume furthermore that a pair of firms i.j E / 
cann entertain a competitive relation, which we tentatively characterize as com-
petitionn for environmental resources. Because of this competitive relation, both 
firmsfirms have to invest money and energy in price competition, advertising, product 
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improvement,, marketing, innovation, account managing, networking, lobbying, 
sponsoring,, packaging, deliveries, gifts, and many other activities that may per-
suadee consumers to choose one firm's product instead of that of its competitor.3 

Thee competitive relations. stJ, constitute a competition graph S. In Section 4.2.3 
wee wil l characterize Sij. and define S. For now. we assume ,s;j to be symmetric, 
andd .s„  = 0. 

Becausee industry I has AT members, each member has .V — 1 potential compet-
itiv ee relations, aggregating to a total of  A ~A potential relations in the industry. 
Thee implication is that (1) the potential number of competitive relations in an 
industryy increases with the number of firms at an increasing rate, and (2) the 
potentiall  number of competitive relations added by new entrants in populated 
industriess is higher than in less populated industries. 

Thee potential number of competitive relations may differ from the actual 
numberr of competitive relations. Let stJ = 1 if firm / and firm j compete, and 
SijSij = 0 otherwise. Let CR denote the number of actual competitive relations in 
thee industry. That is.J 

CRCR =  E ? J- ' / j S,J (4.1) 
22 v ; 

Thee ratio of the number of actual competitive relations and the number of 
potentiall  competitive relations is defined as the density0 of the S'-graph. AS 
(Wassermann and Faust 1994. p. 101). Measure CR is a function of the number 
off  firms in the industry, and the density of the competition graph; it can also be 
writtenn as: 

A722 - N 
CR=CR= —— A S (4.2) 

Organizationall  ecology assumes the presence of an actual competitive relation 
betweenn all members of an industry (Carroll and Hannan 2000. p.65). By doing 
so,, organizational ecology assumes AS — 1, and CR — A "^ . The theory's 
measuree for industry competition is based on the assumption of full density of 
thee competition graph; hence, the measure does not accommodate for industries 
inn which some pairs of firms do not compete. 

'Althoughh in this context wo refer to "industries." "firms," "products" and "consumers." 
thee network-representation of competition that is presented here applies to all populations of 
organizationss that provide resources in exchange for- -or supported by resources controlled by 
otherr resource providers. So. the model can also be applied to. for example, research institutes 
competingg for funding of science funds. 

4£ t j . i * jj  i s shorthand for £ f= ] Y.^i.j^r 
5Note.. that in organizational ecology, the term density is used to denote the number of firms 

inn an industry: in this case A7. We reserve the term density for the density of a graph, and will 
nott refer to N as density. 
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4.2.22 Appeal to resources: a bimodal graph 

Wee adopt the framework of organizational ecology and assume that firms tap 
resourcess from a resource base, R. Resources constitute all things that firms need 
inn order to survive (Carroll and Hannan 2000. p. 199). The most common example 
off  a resource is a consumer, but other examples of resources are employees, loans, 
housing,, licenses, and more (Sohn 2001). We assume resource base R to be a 
finit ee set of resources. 

Inn order to obtain resources, firms make appeals to resources. We define an 
appeall  relation pir to be a relation between a firm / G / and a resource r G Rb 

4.2 .1.. DEF IN IT ION. Appeal relation p 
pp is a relation between i G I and r G R. S o , p€ P = / x i ?, such that p = (i.r) — 1 
iff77 firm / appeals to resource r. Otherwise, p = (i, r) = 0. We denote a tuple 
(i.r)(i.r)  G P as pir. 

Wee define the set of resources that a firm i appeals to. to be the niche* of i. 

4.2.2.. DEF IN IT ION. Niche Rt 

RiRi C R is the niche of i G I iff it holds that r G R, iff pir = 1. 

Inn terms of network analysis, the niche of firm / is the resource degree of i. 
Wee assume resources to be social actors, or to be controlled by social actors. 

Inn the latter case, we assume each resource to be controlled by one social actor. 
Furthermore,, no member of focal industry I is a resource, or controls a resource. 
Wee assume R and P to be industry specific: for all r G R, there is a firm / G I 
suchh that pir — 1. Furthermore, it holds for all / G / . that if / v = 1. then r G R. 

Inn our framework, the bimodal9 graph P represents a market, as shown in 
Figuree 4.1. 

4.2.33 Competit ion between firms: a unimodal graph 

Wree define a competitive relation Sjj between firms / and j . as follows: 

6Inn the definitions below we use some set theorie notation, x £ X denotes that x is an 
elementt of set A', and X C Y denotes that X is a subset of set Y. We write X H Y to denote 
thee conjunction-- or intersection of sets X and Y, and X U Y to denote their disjunction or 
union.. We use \X\ to denote the size - or "cardinality" -of set X. i.e.. the number of elements 
inn set X. Finally. 0 denotes the empty set. 

"Thee expression '"iff " denotes: "if and only if." 
8Traditionally,, in organizational ecology, the niche is defined as a attribute of an industry, 

ratherr than of a firm. McPherson (1983) convincingly argued in favor of the organizational 
niche.. Moreover, in organizational ecology the niche is considered a much more complicated 
structuree than just a set of resources. For a more extensive discussion, see the discussion section 
off  this chapter. 

"Bimodall  graphs consist of relations between elements of two disjunct sets. 
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/^-relations s 

Resources s 

Figuree 4.1: Basic market representation 

4 .2 .3.. D E F I N I T I O N. Competitive relation s 
ss is a relation between i.j G I. So. s & S = I x I. For all i =£ j it holds that 
SijSij = 1 iff there exists an r € R such that pir = 1 and pjr = 1. Otherwise Sy = 0. 

Simplyy put. Definition 4.2.3 states that two firms entertain a competitive relation 
iff  they appeal to the same resource. 

Inn the bimodal graph in Figure 4.1. the appeals of fl and f2 coincide, as 
doo the appeals of f2 and f3: the appeals of fl and f3 do not coincide. By use of 
Definitionn 4.2.3, the bimodal P-graph of Figure 4.1 translates into the unimodal10 

5-graphh of Figure 4.2. 

Figuree 4.2: Competition graph 

Thee current framework allows a competitive relation to either be present or 
not,, and does not accommodate for the intuitive notion that some pairs of firms 
competee more than others. 

Unimodall  graphs consist of relations between elements of one set. 
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4.2.44 Competit ion about resources: competitive intensity 

Definitionn 4.2.3 states that two firms compete if their appeals coincide on at least 
onee resource. Our intuition is that competition in a pair of firms can be less or 
moree intensive. To make this intuitive notion more precise we define the notion of 
competitivee intensity. We claim that the intensity. viv of a competitive relation 
Sy,, in a pair of firms i, j 6 / . is determined by the number of resources where the 
appealss of i and j coincide. So: 

4.2.4.. D E F I N I T I O N. Competitive intensity v 
Lett Rij = Ri Pi Rj. Now, v is a relation between i, j e I. So. v € V = I x I. For 
alll  i / j . it holds that Uy = \Rij\-

Rememberr (footnote 6) that |i?y| denotes the size—or cardinality—of set R%J. 
So,, Vij is equal to the number of resources for which both pir = 1 and pjr = 1. 
Inn short. uy denotes the number of resources where the appeals of firms i and j 
coincide.. Notice that 0 < vtj < R, and vtj = Vji. 

Too re-iterate the example of Figure 4.1, we see that the appeals of fl to f2 
coincidee on two resources, the appeals of f2 to f3 coincide on one resource and 
thee appeals of fl to f3 do not coincide. By use of Definition 4.2.4. the bimodal P-
graphh of Figure 4.1 translates into the unimodal multiple K-graph of Figure 4.3. 

0^0 0 
Figuree 4.3: Multipl e graph of competitive intensities 

4.2.55 Competit ive intensity versus niche intersection 

Wee defined the niche of firm i as the set of resources that i appeals to. Figure 4.4 
showss the niches in the market of Figure 4.1 as the dotted areas at the bottom 
off  the figure. We see that the niches of fl and f2 have an intersection of size 2, 
f22 and f3 have an intersection of size 1, and fl and f3 have no niche intersection. 
Ass it turns out. competitive intensity and niche intersection are identical. More 
formally,, vtJ = \Rl:i \ = \Rif) Rj\. 

file:///Rij/
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/^-relations s 

Resources s 

Figuree 4.4: Competitive intensity versus niche intersection 

4.2.66 Competit ive pressure 

Wee have now defined the presence of a competitive relation, and the intensity of a 
competitivee relation. Note that these notions differ somewhat from organizational 
ecology'ss concept of "competition.'' In organizational ecology, competition is the 
"negativee effect of the presence of one or more actors on the life chances or growth 
ratess of some focal actor" (Carroll and Hannan 2000, p.225). In our framework, 
wee call this negative effect "competitive pressure." 

Att first sight, competitive pressure may seem similar to competitive intensity: 
thee more intense a competitive relation, the more competitive pressure the re-
lationn generates. Figure 4.5 gives an example where competitive intensity and 
competitivee pressure indeed amount to the same. It shows two pairs of firms; 
onee pair that makes many coinciding appeals and intuitively experiences strong 
competitivee pressure, and another pair that makes few coinciding appeals and 
intuitivelyy experiences weak competitive pressure. 

However,, if we consider a competitive relation between firms with different 
nichee sizes, we see a difference between competitive intensity and competitive 
pressure.. Consider Figure 4.6. Competitive intensity, as we know, is determined 
byy niche intersection, which is equally large for both firms. However, only a few 
off  firm j's appeals coincide with the appeals of i, whereas most of i's appeals 
coincidee with the appeals of j . As a consequence, j is more of a competitive 
threatt to i than vice versa, and intuitively the competitive pressure by j on i is 
largerr than the other way around." 

Too make this intuitive notion more precise, we define competitive pressure 
ass the proportion of' a firm's resources that is targeted by a competing firm. In 
otherr words, the competitive pressure that a firm j imposes on a firm i is the 

111 For an application of the notion of asymmetric competitive pressure to Burt's structural 
holess theory, see (Bruggeman, Carnabuci, and Vermeulen 2002). 
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Figuree 4.5: Strong vs. weak competitive pressure 

Figuree 4.6: Asymmetric competitive pressure 
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proportionn of the niche of i that the niche of j overlaps. 
First,, we define the size.12 vu of the niche of firm i: 

4.2.5.. D E F I N I T I O N. Niche size vt 

ViVi is the size of i's niche R4 C R, so v, = \Rt\. 

Noww we define competitive pressure of firm j on firm i as follows: 

4 .2 .6.. D E F I N I T I O N. Competitive pressure j on i, cl} 

cc..=..= ^l 
VV v, 

Notee that 0 < crJ < 1. Note further that ctj is not necessarily equal to c3,. In 
termss of network theory, we say that c is not symmetric. In fact, if v, > Vj. then 
c,jc,j < Cji\ the firm with the larger niche experiences less competitive pressure. 
Figuree 4.7 shows the asymmetry in the competitive pressure on the firms in our 
previouss example. 

Figuree 4.7: Valued graph of competitive pressures 

Inn Section 4.2.5 we compared our measure of competitive intensity with the 
organizationall  ecological notion of "niche intersection." The measure of compet-
itiv ee pressure that we define in the current section is similar to Podolny et al.'s 
measuree for "(asymmetric) niche overlap" (1996). We discussed this measure at 
somee length in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

Wee have now introduced four networks representing different features of the 
samee competitive relations: (1) the bimodal P-graph of appeal relations (Fig-
uree 4.1), (2) the unimodal symmetric 5-graph of dichotomous competitive rela-
tions,, (3) the symmetric unimodal multiple V-graph of competitive intensities 
(Figuree 4.3), and (4) the directed unimodal valued C-graph of competitive pres-
suress (Figure 4.7). 

12Notee that niche size, vt, should not be confused with the organizational ecological term 
nichee width, as defined in. for example. (Freeman and Hannan 1983). Niche width denotes 
degreee of generalism, that is, the diversity of the resources that a firm appeals to. In our 
framework,, there is no measure for the diversity of resources, hence, niche width is not defined. 
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4.2.77 Aggregating competitive pressure 

Wee call the total competitive pressure that its competitors impose1'' on firm L <".;. 

ccii = Y,cij = ^ £ (4.3) 

Notee that 0 < c,  < (N - 1). 
Thee measure of total competitive pressure on i is similar to Podolny et al.'s 

measuree for "niche crowding" (1996). In Chapter 3, we assumed crowding and 
competitionn to have the same meaning. At this point, we should specify that 
notionn somewhat: crowding means competitive pressure. 

Byy adding the competitive pressure imposed on all firms by their competitors, 
wee calculate the total competitive pressure in the industry. Let C be the degree 
off  industry competition. Then, 

N N 

As,14 4 

cc =  = N*  = N(N-i)*ü 

wee can also write. 
CC = (N2 - N) c-

Noticee that 0 < cij < 1. As a consequence. 0 < C < (N2 - N). Notice that 
forr N — 0, we have C = 0. Moreover, for N = 1. we have C = 0, as well. The 
definitionn of C is in line with the intuition that in empty industries, as well as in 
industriess with only one member, there is no competitive pressure. 

Att this point the micro-macro link between competition in pairs of firms and 
industriall  competition is established. 

4.2.88 Back to the market network: consumer preferences 

Inn Sections 4.2.2 to 4.2.7 we focused on the competition network. Now we return, 
forr a moment, to the underlying market network. Recall that in our framework, 
thee market network P consists of appeal relations between firms and resources. 
Wee assumed these /^relations to be dichotomous: a firm either appeals to a 
resourcee or it does not. 

Wee also assumed the resources to be, or to be controlled by. social actors. 
Byy representing appeals as dichotomous relations, we assume that social actors 

1-'X];=é(( ' s a shor thand for: X^)=i , *
lAlAx]x]  denotes the mean of :r, over all ;'. 
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perceivee firms to be either appealing or not. In reality, actors may perceive firms 
too be less or more appealing. To capture that intuition, the appeal of a firm to 
aa resource should be represented by a continuous relation. We define p*r to be a 
continuouss appeal relation between a firm i and a resource r. 

4.2.7.. D E F I N I T I O N. Continuous appeal relation p* 
p*p*  is a relation between ' E I and r 6 R. So. p* € P* = I x R. For all i E I and 
rr 6 /? it holds that (J < p*r < 1. dependent on the degree1 of appeal of / to r. 

P*P*  is a continuous bimodal network of p* relations. 

4.2.99 From continuous appeal relations to competition 

Intuitively,, the intensity of competition in a pair of firms about a resource is 
dependentt on the appeals that both firms make to the resource. We want to 
makee that notion more formal, capturing the following intuitions: (1) competition 
betweenn firms i and j about resource r is intense if /' and j strongly appeal to r, 
(2)) competition between / and j about r is 0 if either /' or j does not appeal to 
/'.. and (3) competition between / and j about r is more intense if /' and j make 
moree similar appeals to r. 

AA straightforward way to capture intuition (1) and (2) simultaneously, is to 
lett competitive intensity in pair i.j for r. which we call15 v*.r. be proportional to 
thee smallest, of the two appeals p*r and p*r, that is min{p*r r)-

u' Equation 4.4 
expressess that notion. 

v*v* jrjr  oc m-in{p*ir.pjr) (4.4) 

wheree oc indicates proportionality. 
Too capture intuition (3) we define1 subsUtutability. In our intuition, substi-

tutabilityy denotes the lack of preference for one firm over another. Note that 
firmss do not necessarily have to be similar in order to be substitutablc. for as 
longg as they have similar appeals. 

Inn order to define substit li t ability as a lack of preference, we first define pref-
erence.. Preference, prtjr. for firm i over firm j . according to resource r, we define 
ass the difference in the appeals of both firms. So: 

4 .2 .8.. D E F I N I T I O N. Preference prljr  for / over j according to r 

PPrr 'jr'jr  = P*r ~ P*r 

Notee that — 1 < pr < 1. and that pr is. in network terms, not symmetric. In fact. 

pipi ,jr PFjir-

Iff  (the controller of) resource r perceives firm i as highly preferable over firm 
j .. firm i wil l find it easy to employ r. As a consequence, the competitive intensity 

' ' 'Thee superscript .*  denotes that r*  is based on the //-relation, not on the /^-relation. 
u'Wee calculate min(.r. y) as; jnhi(x. y) — _ Note that | ;| here denotes the absolute 

valuee of z. 
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imposedd by i and j's rivalry about r wil l be marginal. If r has no clear preference, 
andd perceives the firms as substitutable, competitive intensity about r wil l be 
high.. The definition of substitutability is: 

4.2.9.. D E F I N I T I O N. Substitutability subijr  of i and j according to r 
subijrsubijr = 1 - \prijr \ 

Noticee that Ü < sub < 1. Notice furthermore that sub is symmetric; subijr = 
SubjSubjirir . . 

Wee assume that: 
v*v* jrjr  (X subijr  (4.5) 

Equationss 4.4 and 4.5 imply Definition 4.2.10. 

4.2.10.. D E F I N I T I O N. Competitive intensity in pair i,j about r 

v*v* ]r]r  = mm{p*r,p*r) -subijr 

Noticee that v*,r can be re-written as follows: 

(Pir(Pir  + Pjr) ~ \Pir ~ Pjr\ , ((Pir + Pjr) ~ \PrvA) ' (1 ~ \pTijr\) 
VijrVijr  =  J—2  SubHr = 2 

Figuree 4.8 shows that v*j r behaves according to our three intuitions. Notice that 

Figuree 4.8: Competitive intensity as a function of two appeals 

00 < v*jr < 1 and that v*]r  = v*iT. 
Thee total competition intensity c*  in pair i, j 6 I is the aggregate of their 

competitivee intensities v*jr over all r. So, 
17Byy simply aggregating over the resources, we implicitly assume all resources to be of similar 

value.. In reality, competition about more valuable resources may exert more pressure on the 
competingg firms; resource values may differ, and firms may even perceive the value of resources 
differently.. For an extension to our network-representation of competition that captures these 
intuitions,, see (Vermeulen 2002a). 
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4 .2 .11.. D E F I N I T I O N. Competitive intensity in pair i.j. revisited 

R R 

r = l l 

Noticee that 0 <  < R, and that v*j = r*;-. 
Thee competitive1 pressure that c* r imposes on firm / is: 

4 .2.12.. D E F I N I T I O N. Competitive pressure on / by j . revisited 

Noticee that 0 < c*  < 1. and that c is asymmetric. 
Thee total competitive pressure on i by its competitors is: 

4 .2 .13.. DEF IN IT ION. Competitive pressure on i. revisited 

Notice.. 0 < c* < (N - 1). 
Finally,, competitive pressure in the industry is: 

4 .2 .14.. D E F I N I T I O N. Industry competition, revisited 

Notice.. 0 < C* < (X2 — N). At this point, the micro-macro link is again 
established,, also for markets with continuous appeal relations. 

4.2.100 Niche size and the distribution of competit ive pres-
sure e 

Ass we have seen, not all firms in an industry need to face the same competitive 
pressure.. In this section we wil l further investigate the role of niche size in compe-
tition.. Specifically, we wil l try to determine the relation between the distribution 
off  niche sizes and the distribution of competitive pressure over an industry. 

Inn organization sociology, the competitive repercussions of size are a debated 
issue.. On the one hand. Carroll (1985) and Carroll and Hannan (2000) assume 
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smallerr firms to be easily outcompoted if they engage in competition with larger 
firms.. On the other hand. Barnett (1997) identified large firms as "weak com-
petitors.""  which impose littl e danger on their smaller competitors. 

Inn Section 4.2.6 we showed that niche size is an important determinant of 
competitivee pressure. As an illustration of the degree1 of importance of niche size 
inn competition, consider the ratio of competitive pressures c(J and c3l. For this 
ratioo it. holds that: 

So.. if the niche of i is n times larger than the niche of  j . the competitive pressure 
onn i by j . Cjj, is n times smaller than the competitive pressure on j by . 

Iff  niche size is an advantage in a pairwise competitive relation, it could be 
aa competitive advantage1 in industries too. To find out whether that conjecture 
iss correct, consider the ratio of competitive pressure c, and Cj. For this ratio it 
holdss that: 

CjCj T,i?jVji/''j  E / /j 'j7 i'i 

Wee estimate v  ̂ as follows: suppose that the niches of firms / and k\ Rt and 
Rk,Rk, are located independently in resource base R. Then, the probability for each 
rr G R to be included in R, is rfr. So. the probability of each r e R to be included 
inn both R, and Rk is n^r î  The estimated size of vik is: 

"" ,k,k~~ \R\\R\l l _ \R\ 

Ass a consequence, c, can be estimated as: 

-- _ HZk^i V'k _ Y,k^i vi l'k _ Jlk^i l'k 
CC'' ~ rt ~ r,\R\ ~ \R\ 

Lett R,\ = H;1i  tlioi i Y.k^i *'k = ^.v — ''i- Now. the ratio between e, and Cj is 
estimatedd as: 

\Cj)\Cj) Cj ~ Ysl^jVl \R\ Rs-Vj 

Usually,, terms i\ and Vj are small compared to RN. and then the ratio of a and 
CjCj is close to 1: r, and Cj are similar. Figure 4.9 shows the estimated distribution 
off  competitive pressure in an industry where niche size is distributed according 
too a power law.18 The figure shows that the distribution of competition over 

18Thcc assumption of niche sizes being distributed according to a power law is based on the 
ideaa that niche size is related to firm size, and that firm sizes are observed to be often distributed 
accordingg to a power law (Ijir i and Simon 1977). Figure 4.9 is based on the following parameters: 
X—100.. size of the r"1-greatest, niche is given by p-. where M. the size of the largest niche, 
iss 1000, :i = 0.7. |7?| is assumed to be 2000. Changing these values within the corresponding 
domainss (AI > 0. Ar > ! . ( ) < ó < 1) does not change the characteristics of the figure. 
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Figuree 4.9: Distribution of competition over an industry 

ann industry can be expected to be approximately even. So. niche size is not a 
substantiall  competitive advantage in industries. 

Inn contrast, niche size is an important variable in the competitive pressure 
imposedimposed by firms. Let c„  denote the total competitive pressure imposed by firm 

VkiVki is estimated as: 

So,, c,j is estimated as: 

Thee ratio of cti and c,j is estimated as: 

•• 1 

c.ic.i = L CM = 1^ — 
kjtikjti k^ti uk 

VkVi VkVi 
VkVk'~'~  \R\ 

y -- l'ivk V- vi iN ~ l)«t 
££££ \R\vk £j \R\ \R\ 

c*\\ = £« = (N-1)VJ/\R\ = ^ 

c.JJ c.; (N-l)Vj/\R\~Vj 

So,, the competitive pressure imposed by firms is estimated to be proportional 
too the size of their niche, whereas the competitive pressure received by firms is 
estimatedd to be (almost) unaffected by niche size. 

Thiss concludes our discussion of the relation between niche size and compet-
itiv ee pressure. 

Hannann and Carroll, (1992, p.39) argue that in the ecology of organizations "I 
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competitionn depends on both the degree of intersection of fundamental niches and 
thee number of competitors involved. It may also depend on the sizes of individual 
competitorss [...]." 

Ourr measures of niche intersection, v^ and v*y and the measures of competi-
tivee pressure that are defined on the basis of it, capture and specify that intuition. 
Thee degree of niche intersection defines the intensity of competition between a 
pairr of individual firms. The competitive intensity, together with the niche size 
off  the respective competitors, determines the resulting competitive pressure. The 
numberr of firms in an industry, finally, determines the number of (potential) 
competitivee relations, and thus the total pressure for the industry. 

Wee stop modeling competition here. In the following section, we wil l apply 
ourr network representation of competition on an empirical domain: the market 
off  Internet search engines. 

4.33 Measuring competition: the market of In-
ternett search engines 

Wee start with some background information about the market of Internet search 
engines,, and with formulating a number of claims relating to competition in the 
searchh engine market. Then we discuss the collection of data. Subsequently. we 
presentt the empirical data, and test the claims. 

4.3.11 Internet search engines: background 

Internett search engines are commercial businesses, providing indispensable Inter-
nett navigation tools. Together, search engines constitute an industry. Although 
userss of search engines do not pay for the search service, they are principal re-
sources.. While using search engines, users look at advertisement banners, are 
referredd to sites that pay to be referred to, have their search profiles analyzed, or 
aree subject to other schemes that in one way or another add to the search engines' 
benefit.. Although search engines also compete for advertisers, programmers, 
bandwidth,, and technology, first and foremost they compete for users (Gandal 
2001). . 

Searchh engines have been around for almost as long as the Internet: they can 
bee traced back to 1993. From that time onward, the number of users of the 
Internet,, and, consequently, of Internet search engines, has grown considerably. 
Thee number of search engines has also grown: in 2001. when we collected our 
data,, we found traces of 137 more or less independently operating search engines 
thatt have been present at one time or another on the Net. 

Overr the years, the market strategies of newcomers in the search engine in-
dustryy seem to have changed. Search engines that originate before 1997 mostly 
pursuee a generalist strategy, by offering their services in English and by aiming 
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att a world wide audience. Search engines that entered the market from 1997 
onward,, generally offer their services in a language other than English or to a 
particularr geographical area (for a more comprehensive discussion of the search 
enginee industry, see Chapter 5). 

4.3.22 Competit ive dynamics in the search engine industry 

Thee changing competitive conditions in the search engine industry, as well as the 
changingg competitive strategies of new search engines, can he expected to have 
ann impact on the industry's competitive dynamics. First, the growing number 
off  search engine industry members should increase industry competition. Sec-
ond,, the specialist strategy of most later entrants should reduce1 the competitive 
pressuree imposed on them: as a consequence, the mean firm-on-firm competitive 
pressuree in the industry should eventually decrease, which, in turn, reduces the 
aggregatee industry competition. Third, the increasing number of Internet users 
increasess the probability that- -even by random chance- -two search engines com-
petee for a single user; consequently, the density of the competitive network can 
bee expected to increase. 

Propositionss 4.3.1 to 4.3.3 formulate these expectations: 

4.3 .1 .. P R O P O S I T I O N. Ar increases. 

4.3.2.. P R O P O S I T I O N, T-JJ eventually decreases. 

4.3.3 .. P R O P O S I T I O N. AS increases. 

Iff  N increases (Proposition 4.3.1), then (Ar2 - N) increases at an increasing 
rate.. By Equation 4.2. if AS increases. CR increases relatively to (N2 - N). So. 
ass a corollary of Propositions 4.3.1 and 4.3.3. Proposition 4.3.4 states that CR 
increasess at an increasing rate. 

4.3.4.. P R O P O S I T I O N. CR increases at an increasing rate. 

Propositionss 4.3.2 and 4.3.4 together imply that industry competition first 
increasess at an increasing rate, but eventually (as ctJ decreases) at a decreasing 
rate.. This wil l result in an S-shaped trajectory for industry competition. 

4.3.5.. PROPOSITION. C increases first at an increasing rate, and later at a de
creasingcreasing rate. 

Propositionn 4.3.5 contrasts to organizational ecology theory, which predicts a 
exponentiall  growth of industry competition. In Chapter 5 we discuss this issue 
att length. 

Propositionss 4.3.2 to 4.3.5 focused on the intensity of competitive pressure. 
Thee following two propositions focus on the distribution of competitive pressure. 
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Accordingg to the argument in Section 4.2.10. we expect competitive pressure to 
bee distributed approximately proportional over firms with niches of different size. 
Propositionn 4.3.6 formulates this expectation slightly differently, by stating that 
nichee size and competitive pressure received are mutually independent. 

4.3.6.. P R O P O S I T I O N, C, and v, are independent. 

Propositionn 4.3.6 formulates the argument in Section 4.2.10. by stating that com-
petitivee pressure imposed by firms is positively related to niche size. 

4.3.7.. P R O P O S I T I O N. cmi and r,- are positively related. 

Thiss concludes our propositions regarding the competitive dynamics in the search 
enginee industry. We proceed by studying the empirical domain. 

4.3.33 Measurements 

Internett resources {e.g. web pages) are identified by so-called "Uniform Resource 
Locators""  (URLs), also referred to as Internet addresses. All over the Internet, 
Internett resources mention URLs of other Internet resources; the so-called Inter-
nett "links." The fact that Internet resources link to each other gives the Internet 
itss network structure. 

Maurerr and Huberman (2000) suggest that the number of Internet resources 
thatt mention a specific resource is indicative for the number of users of the latter 
resource.. We follow that suggestion, and take the number of Internet pages that, 
mentionn a specific Internet search engine to be indicative for the number of users of 
thatt search engine. Because users largely constitute the niches of search engines, 
ann indication of the number of users of a search engine is an indication of the 
sizee of its niche. So. to determine search engine niche size, we measured, from 
Octoberr 1993 to October 2000. for 137 search engines: 

•• The number of Internet pages that mention the URL of a particular search 
engine,, per yearly quarter. 

Internett resources may mention more than one search engine URL. So. Internet 
pagess may be in more than one search engine niche. In that case, there is niche 
intersection.. To determine the degree of niche intersection, we measured, again 
fromm October 1993 to October 2000: 

•• The number of Internet pages that mention the URLs of a particular pair 
off search engines, per yearly quarter. 

Wee collected the data using search engine Northernlight.com. which has a 
numberr of advantages over other engines.19 We collected all data in early 2001. in 

19Forr a discussion of the choice for Northernlight.eoni as the principle source for data, see 
Chapterr 5. 

http://Northernlight.com
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aa 10 day session. The "historical" character of the data is obtained by restricting 
thee search to Internet pages that themselves were dated, and by ordering the 
pagess found by the time they were last updated. For a more detailed account 
off  the data, as well as about the methods used to collect the data, we refer to 
Chapterr 5. 

4.3.44 Data 

Lett v,, be the number of Internet pages mentioning the URL of search engine i 
inn quarter t. Using the vocabulary of the previous chapter. vit is equal to the 
numberr of relations pir between firm (search engine) i and resources (pages) r, 
att t ime t. If 10 or less pages that mention a particular URL are found, we say 
VjVjtt — 0. This threshold prevents small numbers of falsely dated Internet pages to 
obscuree our measurements. So. v7f > 10. 

Lett vij( be the number of Internet pages that mention the URLs of search 
enginee i and search engine ; at t. vijt has no threshold, so v,j f > 0. 

Whereass vit is an indicator for r, (the measure of niche size). vJjt is an indi-
catorr for Vjj (the measure for competitive intensity). In the previous section, we 
calculatedd c, on the basis of c, and i',j. Similarly, we now calculate clt on the basis 
off  v,( and vljt. The measure for industry competition at time t. Cf. is obtained 
byy aggregation of cit over all /'. 

Inn addition, we operationalize S;J(. an indicator for s^. the dichotomous mea-
suree of presence of a competitive relation, as follows: 

1.. O P E R A T I O N AL DEFINIT ION. 

SjjtSjjt = 1 iff vit > 10, Vjt > 10 and v,^ > 0; s,j, = 0 otherwise. 

Wee obtain CR/ from s^ by means of aggregation. 

4.3.55 Empirical results 

Thee data collected in the industry of Internet search engines is displayed in the 
tablee in Appendix I. Let. us review, one by one, our propositions regarding the 
competitivee dynamics in the search engine industry in this period. 

Propos i t ionn 4.3.1: 
Propositionn 4.3.1 states that the number of search engines. N, increases. Fig-
uree 4.10 shows the number of search engines per yearly quarter, from 1993 to 
2000.. It shows that in this period, the Internet search engine industry has grown 
fromm scratch to more than 120 members. 

Propos i t ionn 4.3.2: 
Propositionn 4.3.2 states that c,_, eventually decreases, due to the changing com-
petitivee strategies of new entrants in the search engine industry. Figure 4.11 
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Figuree 4.10: Number of firms in Internet search engine market 

confirmss this proposition. It shows that, from approximately t2i onward.20 Cy 
decreases. . 

Proposit ionn 4.3.3: 
Propositionn 4.3.3 states that the density of the S-network, that is, the ratio of 
actuall  competitive relations to potential competitive relations, increases, due to 
thee growth of the resource base. Figure 4.12 confirms this proposition. It shows 
that,, from approximately t i 3 onward,21 the density of the S-network increases. 

Proposi t ionn 4.3.4: 
Propositionn 4.3.4 states that, as a consequence of the increase of both the size of 
thee industry, N, and the density of the competition network. AS. the number of 
competitivee relations in the industry, CRt. increases at an increasing rate. This 
propositionn is confirmed by Figure 4.13. 

Proposi t ionn 4.3.5: 
Propositionn 4.3.5 states that, as a consequence of Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.4, 
industryy competition, C, has an S-shaped growth trajectory. Figure 4.13 con-
firmss this proposition; the S-shaped pattern is clearly visible. Until t2i (January 
1999),, industry competition increases at an increasing rate. From approximately 
t2ii  onward. C decelerates. 

Appendixx II displays correlations between niche size, on the one hand, and com-
petitivee pressure, on the other. It also displays the correlations between niche-size 

N N 

J. . 

2020t2it2i denotes January 1999. 
21ti33 denotes January 1997. 
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Figuree 4.12: Density of the competition network AS. 
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Figuree 4.13: Number of competitive relations CR, and industry competition C. 

rankk and competitive pressure. Niche-size rank is the rank of a firm in a niche 
sizee ordering. The firm with the largest niche has rank 1 and the firm with the 
smallestt niche has rank N. The niche-size rank of firm i, we call rt. 

Too be precise. Appendix II displays: (1) the correlation between niche-size 
rank,, rt. and competitive pressure that firms receives from all other firms, c*, (2) 
thee correlation between niche size, i>;, and the received competitive pressure c,, 
(3)) the correlation between niche-size rank and the competitive pressure that i 
imposess on all other firms, c„ , and (4) the correlation between niche size and the 
imposedd competitive pressure. We use these correlations to test Propositions 5 
andd 6. We only take into account correlations if Ar > 10. 

Proposi t ionn 4.3.6: 
Propositionn 5 states that the competitive pressure received by a firm, and its niche 
size,, are independent variables. Appendix II displays, for all quarters in our fo-
call  period, low correlations between niche-size rank and competition received.22 

Mostt correlations are positive, which indicates that large firms—with low ranks— 
receivee slightly less competitive pressure than do small firms. The correlations 
betweenn niche size and received competitive pressure show, by and large, the same 
result.. Al l correlations are low. Moreover, most correlations are negative, which 
againn indicates that large firms receive slightly less competitive pressure than do 
smalll  firms. The low correlations lead us to conclude that received competitive 
pressuree and niche size are independent, which confirms Proposition 4.3.6. 

Ass an illustration, Figure 4.14 shows the competitive pressure received by the 
searchh engines in the industry, at i24 ( t n e l a st quarter of 1999). Note that the x-

22Althoughh for 5 out of the 21 quarters the correlations are significant, all correlations are 
beloww 0.3. 
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Figuree 4.14: Competitive pressure received, with niche size, at t2.i 

axis,, representing niche size vt is in logarithmic scale. The figure shows that firms 
receivee varying degrees of competitive pressure. To elucidate possible trends, we 
havee added the optimal linear and logarithmic regression lines.23 The lines show 
thatt at t24- large firms receive approximately the same competitive pressure as 
smalll  firms do.24 

Propos i t ionn 4.3.7: 
Propositionn 4.3.7 states that the competitive pressure imposed by a firm is pos-
itivelyy related to its niche size. In Appendix II shows the correlations between 
niche-sizee rank and imposed competition for all quarters in our focal period. 
Al ll  correlations are strongly negative and significant. So, large firms--with low 
ranks—imposee more competitive pressure on their peers than do small firms. The 
correlationss between niche size and imposed competition show corresponding re-
sults.. Al l correlations are high, and all are significant: large firms, again, impose 
moree competitive pressure than do small firms. The high correlation values lead 
uss to conclude that the niche size and competitive pressure imposed om peers, 
aree positively related, which confirms Proposition 4.3.7. 

Ass an illustration. Figure 4.15 shows the competitive pressure that firms with 
differentt niche sizes impose on their peers, at ^24- the quarter that was also rep-
resentedd by Figure 4.14. Again, niche size vt is represented in logarithmic scale. 

23Thee optimal linear regression is: cit = 6.16 - 0.00001 • vlt. For this regression we have 
RR22 = 0.024 and T = -1.63. The optimal logarithmic regression is clt = 7.75 - 0.32 • log(vit). 
Forr this regression, R2 = 0.015 and T = -1.28. The slopes of both regressions are mild; 
moreover,, the regressions explain only a limited degree of the variance. 

24Note,, that because of the logarithmic scale of the x-axis, Figure 4.14 displays the linear 
regressionn as a curve, and the logarithmic regression as a straight line. 

regressionn c,, v, 
regressionn C|, log(vi) 
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Figuree 4.15: Competitive pressure imposed on peers, with niche size, at t24-

Figuree 4.15 shows that firms impose different degrees of competitive pressure on 
theirr peers. To elucidate possible trends, we have again added the optimal linear 
andd logarithmic regression lines.25 The lines show a clear trend: large firms im-
posee more competitive pressure than do small firms. 

Too sum up the empirical results, competitive pressure in the industry of Inter-
nett search engines increases. This is not due to an increase of the firm-on-firm 
competitivee pressure—in fact, firm-on-firm competitive pressure rather decreases 
thann increases—but due to (1) the increasing number of competitors and (2) 
ann increasing density of the competition network. Furthermore, firms with large 
nichess impose more competitive pressure than firms with small niches, but receive 
byy and large the same competitive pressure. 

4.44 Summary and results 

Thee goal of this chapter was to develop a network-representation of competition 
thatt related competitive processes at the level of individual firms to competitive 
processess at the industry level. The network was intended to generate quan-
tifiablee measures for a number of basic notions of competition. The variables 
inn the network representation were intended to have straightforward operational 
definitions,, making the notions of competition directly measurable. 

Wee started out by making a distinction between three entities that all are 

25Thee optimal linear regression is: c.,, = 4.67 + 0.0008 • vit. For this regression it holds that 
RR22 = 0.40 and T = 8.37. The optimal logarithmic regression is c.„ = -14.38 + 3.64 • log(vit). 
Forr this regression, R2 = 0.61 and T = 12.89. 

4-4-4-4- Summary and results 

regressionn c,, V| 
regressionn c,, log(Vj) 
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calledd '•competition" in the literature. First, the competitive relation between 
firms:: second, the intensity of this competitive relation: and third, the competitive1 

pressuree that the relation imposes on both competitors. 
Wee defined a competitive relation to be present if two firms appeal to the same 

resource.. The intensity of thee competitive relation is determined by the number of 
resourcess to which two firms make a coinciding appeal. The competitive pressure 
imposedd by the relation is determined by the proportion of a firm's niche to which 
thee other firm appeals. If firms have niches of different sizes, competitive pressure 
iss not symmetric. 

Havingg made these distinctions, relating competitive processes at firm and 
industryy level turned out to be straightforward. The competitive relations be
tweenn all members of an industry together constitute a competition network, re
establishingg the size and the density of the network, we obtain the number of 
competitivee relations in an industry. 

Thee intensity of the competition between individual firms can be represented 
ass a continuous relation. Thus, a network of competitive intensities can be repre
sentedd as a network of continuous relations. This network contains more informa
tionn about how firms relate to each other, than does the network of dichotomous 
competitivee relations. 

Competitivee pressure, as said, can be asymmetric in a pair of firms. Con
sequently,, a network of competitive pressures is not only continuous, but. also 
directed.. By aggregating the competitive pressure exerted by all firms in an in
dustryy on a focal firm, we obtain the total competitive pressure that the focal 
firmfirm faces. By aggregating the competitive pressure on all firms in an industry, 
wee obtain the total competitive pressure on the industry. The latter measure 
fallss within the definition of industry competition as stated by organizational 
ecology.. So. by means of aggregation, competition at the individual level, and at 
thee industry level, are formally related. 

Inn Section 4.2.8. we returned to the micro level of analysis and implemented 
thee notion that appeals of firms to resources are better represented by continuous 
thann by dichotomous relations. We defined the continuous relations, and used 
themm to define the notions of preference and substitutabilitv. on which, in turn, 
wee defined an alternative notion of competitive intensity. 

Inn the next section we showed that niche size is an important factor in a 
pairwisee competitive relation. In a pair of firms, the firm with the larger niche 
imposess more competitive pressure, and receives less competitive pressure. If 
wee consider competition in industries, the competitive advantage of having a 
largee niche for the most part disappears. Firms with large niches impose more 
competitivee pressure than do firms with small niches, but the pressure that large 
firmss receive is by and large the same. 

Inn Section 4.3, we showed that the presence of competitive relations, their 
intensity,, and the pressure they exert, can be directly measured. We studied the 
industryy of Internet search engines, and assumed that the number of Internet 
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pagess that mention the URL of a particular search engine is representative for 
thee number of resources of the search engine. We counted the number of pages 
thatt mentioned the URLs of particular search engines individually, and those 
thatt mentioned the URLs of particular pairs of search engines; the latter count 
measuredd niche intersection. By collecting the data per quarter, over a period of 
sevenn years, we were able to determine the competitive dynamics in the Internet 
searchh engine industry. The data showed an increase of industry competition 
accordingg to an S-shaped pattern. This pattern arose as a result of, on the one 
hand,, an increasing size and density of the competition network, and. on the 
otherr hand, a decreasing pressure imposed by the competitive relations. 

4.55 Discussion and conclusions 

Inn this chapter, we analyzed competition by means of a network-representation. 
Thee basic representation is a bimodal market network. Upon the appeal relations 
thatt constitute the market network, we define competitive relations between firms. 
Althoughh we considered both dichotomous as continuous appeals, we did not 
analyzee the appeal-relations themselves, and focused on the competitive relations 
betweenn the firms instead. Together, the relations between the firms constitute a 
competitionn network. 

Onee reason for applying network analysis to competition is that network anal-
ysiss has a mathematical apparatus in which several properties that characterize 
aa network are readily formalized. In the current chapter, the main interest wras in 
simplee measures, such as the size and the density of the competitive network, but 
forr other purposes other measures may prove interesting. Examples are: (1) the 
diameterr of the network (the number of steps lying between the nodes that are the 
furthestt removed); (2) its connectivity (the number of ways to go from one node 
too another); (3) the presence of a core/periphery structure (here: the presence 
off  a center of competition) (Borgatti and Everett 1999): and (4) the degrees of 
thee network's nodes (the number of other nodes to which nodes are connected). 
Investigatingg an industry by analyzing its competition network makes it possible 
too formally characterize the industry; but also to mutually compare industries 
andd investigate the structural differences between them, and to investigate their 
competitivee dynamics by use of evolving network analysis (Vermeulen 2002b).26 

AA particularly interesting formal property of competition networks is their 
dimensionalityy (Steyvers 2002). For one, analyzing dimensionality provides in-
sightss in the considerations of the consumers in choosing one firm's product over 
another's;; an insight that can be used for marketing purposes. Moreover, dimen-
sionalityy is hypothesized to be an important factor in the viability of new entrants 

2(,Possibly.. such an investigation could elucidate the phenomenon of preferential attachment 
off  social actors, which has been widely discussed, but rarely observed (Barabasi and Albert 
1999). . 
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inn the market (Péli and Xooteboom 1999). 

Anotherr advantage of studying competitive relations by means of network anal-
ysis,, is that the appropriate data may be easily obtained from the Internet. The 
proceduree through which we collected data about the Internet search engine mar-
ket,, can be duplicated for other industries, especially when -in the near future-
otherr industries may become more visible on the Net. 

Inn our empirical set up. the measurement used to indicate competition is the 
co-referencee to search engines on Internet pages. One might wonder whether 
co-occurringg references are really indicative for competition. If an Internet page 
mentionss two search engines, does that necessarily mean the author of the page 
considerss the search engines to be substitutable. as is our implicit assumption? 
Maybee the Internet author considers the search engines to be complementary, 
whichh would implicate that we mistake competition for SOUK1 sort of co-habitation 
off  firms. 

Forr two reasons we believe, however, that a co-reference to firms implies sub-
stitutability,, and thus competition, rather than co-habitation. First, we observed 
competitivee relations between search engines that operate in the same language 
orr geographical area, to be the most intense (see also Chapter 5). Second, co-
habitationn of firms implies that the use of one search engine instigates the use 
off  another search engine. This contradicts the whole purpose1 of search engines: 
intendedd to answer queries, not to evoke new queries. 

Wee have stated that our notion of competitive intensity formalizes the organi-
zationall  ecological notion of niche intersection. In (Sohn 20Ü1) a number of crite-
riaa are defined that a measure for organizational niche intersection should meet. 
First,, the measure should be 0 if there is no intersection and 1 if there is inter-
section:: second, it should be in ratio scale. Third, it should take size differences 
intoo account. Our measure of niche intersection meets all three criteria. 

Nevertheless,, there are two important differences between Sohn's measure of 
nichee intersection and ours. First, Sohn assumes niche intersection and competi-
tionn in a pair of firms to be identical. We showed that a competitive relation can 
imposee different pressures on the firms involved. Second. Sohn estimates niche in-
tersectionn from the dissimilarities between the individual resources in the niches, 
inn the tradition of McPherson (1983). Levins (1968). and Hannan and Freeman 
(1977).. who determine the Euclidean distance between so-called "competition co-
efficients,""  in order to estimate niche intersection. In contrast, we have measured 
nichee intersection directly. As a consequence, we did not influence our measure-
mentss by first interpreting resource dissimilarities. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, we 
wil ll  look at the relation between niche intersection and resource (dissimilarity 
fromm a different angle, and define a measure of "niche similarity."' 
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Somee words should be spent on the definition of niche that we applied in this 
chapter.. We defined the niche of a firm as a set of resources; the size of the niche 
iss the number of resources for which a firms competes. 

Admittedly,, organizational ecology employs a more complex notion of niche, 
which,, moreover, applies to industries, not to individual firms. The original orga-
nizationall  ecological definition of a niche was as follows: "The niche, then, consists 
off  all those combinations of resource levels at which the population can survive 
andd can reproduce itself" (Hannan and Freeman 1977, p.947). A set consisting 
off  "combinations of resource levels" is a complicated mathematical object. The 
intersectionn of two sets of combinations of resource levels is even more complex. 
Ass it turns out, no attempts have ever been made to measure niche intersection 
accordingg to the ecological definition (Solm 2001); in general, members of the 
samee industry were simply assumed to have the same niche (Hannan and Carroll 
1992,, p.29). 

Byy defining niches as sets of resources, we may have oversimplified matters. 
However,, it was precisely this simplification that allowed us to determine niche 
intersection,, and to define competitive relations, their intensity, and the pres-
suree they impose on firms. Our simplification also allowed us to establish the 
micro-macroo link in competition. And last but not least, it allowed us to measure 
competitionn directly; not by merely counting the number of firms in an industry; 
nott by making empirical generalizations about competitive advantages that one 
typee of firm might have over another type; not by imposing our own perception of 
resourcee dissimilarities; but by measuring the appeals that search engines make 
too their resources: the Internet users. 

Inn sum, we specified a network-representation of competition in industries, thereby 
formallyy connecting competition at the (micro) level of individual firms, and com-
petitionn at the (macro) level of industries. We measured the intensity of compet-
itiv ee relations in pairs of Internet search engines, and the competitive pressure 
imposedd on all search engines on the Internet. By use of the micro-macro link in 
competition,, we were also able to the measure the competitive dynamics of the 
searchh engine industry. 

Appendixx I 

Thee table below shows for each quarter t, the number of search engines operating 
onn the market, Nt\ the potential number of competitive relations. ' ' ~' '; the 
actuall  number of competitive relations, CRt\ the industry competition, Ct\ the 
densityy of the competitive network, ASt: and the mean firm-on-firm competitive 
pressure,, Cy(. 
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Year r 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

1998 8 

1999 9 

2000 0 

Quarter r 

4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 

N, , 

0 0 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
9 9 
9 9 
12 2 
13 3 
18 8 
19 9 
23 3 
27 7 
32 2 
35 5 
45 5 
53 3 
60 0 
67 7 
78 8 
85 5 
91 1 
95 5 
100 0 
108 8 
117 7 
122 2 
123 3 

Njf-N, , 
2 2 

0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
3 3 
3 3 
36 6 
36 6 
66 6 
78 8 
153 3 
171 1 
253 3 
351 1 
496 6 
595 5 
990 0 
1378 8 

1770 0 

2211 1 

3003 3 

3570 0 

4095 5 

4465 5 

4950 0 

5778 8 

6786 6 

7381 1 

7503 3 

CR, , 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
9 9 
22 2 
34 4 
37 7 
54 4 
78 8 
92 2 
134 4 
162 2 
256 6 
367 7 
507 7 
766 6 
855 5 
1266 6 

1629 9 

1892 2 

2168 8 

2417 7 

3065 5 

3982 2 

4593 3 

4780 0 

c, , 
0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.15 5 

0.28 8 

0.79 9 

2.77 7 

5.77 7 

7.45 5 

13.22 2 

12.04 4 

15.53 3 

13.82 2 

20.16 6 

22.30 0 

28.73 3 

43.51 1 

70.01 1 

64.72 2 

116.98 8 

185.07 7 

218.21 1 

185.78 8 

186.12 2 

196.41 1 

253.48 8 

216.64 4 

243.29 9 

AS( ( 

undef. . 

0.000 0 

0.000 0 

0.333 3 

0.667 7 

0.250 0 

0.611 1 

0.515 5 

0.474 4 

0.353 3 

0.456 6 

0.364 4 

0.382 2 

0.327 7 

0.430 0 

0.371 1 

0.368 8 

0.433 3 

0.387 7 

0.422 2 

0.456 6 

0.462 2 

0.486 6 

0.488 8 

0.530 0 

0.587 7 

0.622 2 

0.637 7 

ccijt ijt 

undef. . 

0.0000 0 

0.0000 0 

0.0125 5 

0.0234 4 

0.0055 5 

0.0193 3 

0.0219 9 

0.0239 9 

0.0216 6 

0.0176 6 

0.0153 3 

0.0098 8 

0.0102 2 

0.0094 4 

0.0073 3 

0.0079 9 

0.0099 9 

0.0073 3 

0.0097 7 

0.0130 0 

0.0133 3 

0.0104 4 

0.0094 4 

0.0085 5 

0.0093 3 

0.0073 3 

0.0081 1 

Appendixx II 

Thee table below shows for each quarter t, the number of search engines operating 
onn the market, Nt; the (Pearson) correlation between niche-size rank, rlt, and 
thee competitive pressure received by a firm, cit\ the correlation between rit and 
thee competitive pressure imposed by a firm, c9lt; the correlation between niche 
size.,, vu, and the competitive pressure received, cit; and the correlation between 
VuVu and the competitive pressure imposed, cmit. * denotes a two-tailed significance 
PP < 0.05. **  denotes a two-tailed significance P < 0.01. 
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Year r 

1993 3 
1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

1998 8 

1999 9 

2000 0 

Quar ter r 

4 th h 

1st t 
2nd d 

3rd d 
4 th h 
1st t 

2nd d 

3rd d 
4th h 
1st t 

2nd d 
3rd d 
4 th h 
1st t 

2nd d 
3rd d 

4th h 
1st t 

2nd d 
3rd d 
4th h 

1st t 
2nd d 

3rd d 
4th h 

1st t 
2nd d 
3rd d 

N , , 

0 0 
2 2 

2 2 

3 3 
3 3 

9 9 

9 9 
12 2 
13 3 
18 8 
19 9 
23 3 
27 7 
32 2 

35 5 
45 5 

53 3 
60 0 
67 7 

78 8 
85 5 

91 1 
95 5 

100 0 
108 8 
117 7 
122 2 

123 3 

corr(nt.rn) corr(nt.rn) 

undef. . 
undef. . 
undef. . 

0.99 9 

0.98 8 
0.24 4 

-0.31 1 
-0.08 8 
0.25 5 

-0.16 6 
0.05 5 

-0.22 2 

-0.23 3 
-0.26 6 
-0.17 7 
0.17 7 
0.24 4 

0.18 8 
0.17 7 
0.24* * 

0.23* * 
0.11 1 
0.08 8 

0.10 0 
0.10 0 

0.27** * 
0.24** * 

0.20* * 

corr{v,,.<;,,) corr{v,,.<;,,) 

undef. . 

undef. . 
undef. . 

0.59 9 

0.98 8 
-0.33 3 

-0.78** * 
-0.83** * 

-0.75** * 
-0 .81** * 
-0.74** * 

-0.76** * 
-0.79** * 
-0.75** * 
-0.76** * 
-0.70** * 
-0.65** * 
-0 .71** * 
-0.68** * 

-0.68** * 
-0.70** * 
-0.74** * 

-0.73** * 
-0.72** * 
-0.72** * 
-0.74** * 

-0.70** * 
-0.70** * 

corr(rcorr(rltlt.c.cltlt) ) 

undef. . 
undef. . 
undef. . 

-1.00 0 
-0.84 4 
0.00 0 
0.29 9 

0.03 3 
-0.13 3 
0.04 4 

-0.13 3 

0.05 5 
0.06 6 
0.06 6 

0.07 7 
-0.20 0 

-0.26 6 
-0.20 0 
-0.18 8 
-0.18 8 
-0.18 8 
-O.Hi i 
-0.15 5 
-0.16 6 
-0.16 6 
-0.17 7 
-0.17 7 
-0.17 7 

c(>rr(rc(>rr(rlflf.c,jt) .c,jt) 

undef. . 
undef. . 

undef. . 

-0.70 0 
-0.84 4 

0.53 3 
0.77** * 
0.92** * 

0.85** * 
0.87** * 
0.69** * 
0.73** * 
0.85** * 
0.86** * 
0.87** * 
0.83** * 
0.74** * 
0.83** * 

0.67** * 
0.64** * 

0.65** * 
0.66** * 
0.61** * 
0.61** * 
0.62** * 

0.61** * 
0.62** * 
0.63** * 

**  = p < 0,05 
***  = P < 0.01 




